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.ABST-RACT 

An experiment was performed, using the method of Weil 

and McDaniel, in which the interactions arising from 245±15 Mev were 

selected out of all those produced by the bremsstrahlung spectrum of 

gamma rays from the Berkeley 342-Mev synchrotron. These inter

actions were selected by requiring a coincidence between each inter

action and the degraded electron that produced the selected gamma ray. 

The energy spectrum of protons produced at 60 deg (lab) 

by these selected gamma rays impinging on a carbon target was measured. 

This spectrum covered a range from 105 Mev to 250 Mev. A rather 

precise analysis was made by using the quasi-c:leuteron model of Levinger. 

In contrast with previous analyses, conservation of both momentum and 

energy were take~ into account in a fairly accurate way. The results of 

the analysis depend on the momentum distribution of the centers of mass 

assumed for the quasi deuterons. The momentum distribution that gave 

the best fit to the data is given by the sum of two Gaussian functions, one 

with a 1/e value of 1.6 Mev and the other with a 1/e value of 30 Mev. 

This result is given considerable discussion. 
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L INTRODUCTION 

Many experimenters have measured the energy 

distribution of phbtoprotons produced by hi,gh-energy gamma rays on 

light nuclei. 1• 2 • 3 • 4 The most dominant feature of this distribution 

is the large number of high-energy protons produced at large angles. 

This was interpreted by Levinger to mean that the incoming photons 

interact with a small subunit in the nucleus- -in .particular, a n'eutron

proton pair which he called a quasi deuteron. 
5 

The mechanism of this 

interaction, although similar to that of photodisintegration of the deuteron, 

is modified by the momentum distribution of the quasi deuterons in the 

nucleus. Levinger showed that it was necessary for this process that the 

neutron-proton pair be very close together. Under this condition the 

wave function of the quasi deuteron is just a multiple of that of the free 

deuteron. The quasi deuterons are then in .the S states, This interaction 

is thus proportional to the photodisintegration cross section of the free 

deuteron, suitably averaged over the momentum distribution of the quasi 

deuterons. It was assumed that the 25% quasi deuterons in the singlet S 

state do not have a photodisintegration cross section so. dramatically 

different from those in the triplet S state that the results of the theory 

would have been significant! y altered. 

The basic validity of this model has been verified by 

b . . d . . 'd 6,7,8,9 I. o serv1ng cOnJugate neutrons an protons 1n co1nc1 ence. · t 1s 

now possible by using this model, to calculate the momentum spectrum of 

neutron-proton pairs in the nucleus from the energy spectrum of ejected 

photoprotons. 

It must be pointed out that detailed experimental comparison 

with the theory is not easily obtained. This is because high-energy 

photon beams are produced by bremsstrahlung of electrons so that the 

gamma rays have a continuous spectrum of energies with approximately 

a 1/E dependence up to the energy of the initial electrons. This has the 

effect of smoothing out the proton spectrum and thus masking the details 

of the interaction. 

In order to gain more detailed information Weiland McDaniel 

in 19 53 attempted to select out gamma rays in a small energy interval (by 

a method whi~h we used in this experiment also). 
4 
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They used this technique to observe the spectrum of protons from 

carbon due to 190-Mev gamma rays. However, the energy resolution 

obtained was rather broad(± 30 Mev), and furthermore, the electronic 

apparatus was very complicated because they were trying to attain time .._, 

re~olutions not then easily obtainable. They concluded that it would 

probably have been just as easy to perform the experiment by 

successively reducing the energy of the accelerator and using the sub-

traction technique. 

Since the experiment of Wei! and McDaniel,· counting 

techniques have developed to such an extent that coincidence resolving 

times of a few millimicroseconds with high efficiency and electronic 

stability are readily available. For this reason we thougn::t].it .wa~s wo:rth 

while to attempt another experiment with selected gamma rays, and 

further to try to attain improved resolution. 
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II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 

A. General 

The 340 -Mev Berkeley synchrotron was used for this 

experiment. The electron beam was accelerated to full energy and then 

the accelerating voltage was allowed to taper off while the magnetic 

field was still rising. This caused the electrons to spiral in until they 

struck a tantalum converter located at a reduced radius. These electrons 

then produced a bremsstrahlung spectrum of gamma rays. The residual 

electrons, now with greatly reduced (:;!rre-r-~gy, were deflected toward the 

center of the accelerator and momentum-analyzed by its guide field. 

Since the characteristic angle for bremsstrahlung is Me c
2
/E- 0.1° at 

340 Mev, where E is the energy of the initial electrons, the residual 

electrons were d~flected toward the center of the accelerator in a narrow 

band in the plane of the electron orbits. Thus it was possible to place a 

scintillator in such a position that it was traversed by all the residual 

electrons in a selected energy interval only. Since the converter was a 

material with large atomic ~~ight it did not absorb by recoil any 

appreciable energy in the bremsstrahlung process. (However, the 

converter had to be very thin in order that scattering of the residual 

electrons be kept small. In this case it was 0.0013 in. thick. ) . Hence, 

the energy of the gamma rays associated with the electrons traversing 

the scintillator wa~ given simply by E-:B*·, where E' is the energy of the 

residual electrons traver sing the scintillator. The experiment was 

performed in the gamma-ray beam, and by demanding a coincidence, with 

appropriate delay, between the experimental events and the electron 

counter those events due to the gamma rays of energy E-E' were 

selected out. 

In this experiment the energy spectrum of protons from 

carbon was observed at 6B 0 
±8°. The target was a 4X4Xl/2 -inch slab of 

carbon placed so that the plane of the slab was perpendicular to the 

direction of the proton telescope. This meant that the beam traversed 

the target at an angle of 30° with respect to the plane of the target. A 

plan view of the experirrental set .. up is shown in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. Plan view of the experimental setup. 
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B. Electron Counter 

1. Description of Counter 

The electron counter as it finally evolved consisted of a 

plastic scintillator l-3/8Xl- 3/8X4 inches with a 1P21 photomultiplier 

tube located about 2 inches above it and viewing the scintiHator by 

means of a wcite light pipe as shown in :F'ig. 2. The 1 P21 was sur

rounded by a triple iron shield which was in turn surrounded by a lead 

radiation shield. The iron shield weighed about 40 lb a:nd was water

cooled in order to reduce heating due to the alternating guide field of 

the accelerator. The radiation shield was not made of pure lead, 

again because of the heating problem, but rather was formed by 

pres sing lead powder in a base of plastic cement. It had about 70o/o the 

density of pure lead and was 8 inches thick. The whole assembly was 

mounted on a wooden platform which was wedged between the magnet 

yokes with jack screws. The scLirttillatar· was located about 10 inches 

from the center of the accelerator vacuum chamber. The lead shield 

had a 1XlX4-inch hole in front of the scintillator for collimation, with a 

l-inch carbon cube inserted in the hole to elim,inate lowe-energy 

background. 

The magnetic field at the counter reached a maximum of 

2600 gauss. Even with the water cooling of the iron shield and the high

resistivity lead-plastic radiation shield, the temperature inside the 

counter was typically 95°F. It was continuously monitored by a thermo-
• 

couple. 

One octant of the accelerator vacuum chamber had a slot 

cut through the inside wall over which was cemented 0.00 5 in. of 

aluminum. The placement was such that the residual electrons traversed 

only the thin window upon leaving the chamber. This made scattering 

negligible. 

To obtaun pulses of sufficient height it was ne·cessary to 

operate the 1P21 photomultiplier tube at 2100 volts. At this voltage and 

with the high counting rates encountered in this experiment, the average 

current drawn by the 1P21 became quite large during the 3 to 4 milli

seconds that the electrons were striking the internal target of the 
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Fig. 2. Horizontal and vertical sections through the electron 
counter.~" 
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synchrotron. To stabilize the dynodes against fluctuations in voltage 

due ~o these currents, a voltage divider drawing 0.01 amp current was 

placed across them. ''I;f_1:'i-s made a significant contribution to the heating 

of the counter. Furtherc.nore, a 10-f.J.f capacitor was placed between the 

last dynode and th~ common ground. 

2. Calibration 

The electron counter was calibrated by means of a single

channel pair spectrometer. To determine the efficiency of the electron 

counter it was merely necessary to compa,re the number of gamma rays 

recorded by the pair spectrometer alone at each energy with the number 

of gamma rays recorded when a coincidence was demanded between the 

pair spectrometer and the electron counter. This calibration was thus 

independent of the efficiency of the pair spectrometer. Furthermore, 

the energy resolution of the spectrometer ( 3. 7o/o) was small enough in 

comparison with the resolution of the electron counter that it was not 

necessary to fold it out of the spectrum obtained. 

The spectrum of gamma rays selected by the electron 

counter is shown in Fig. 3. The peak of the spectrum occurred at 

245 Mev, with a full width at half maximum of 30 Mev. There were 

two contributions to the width. The first was the finite width of the 

scintillator. This contributed about 10 Mev. The remaining 20 Mev was 

a result of the fact that the electron beam was spilled into the converter 

over a period of 3 to 4 milliseconds. Because the guide field was sinu""' 

soidal the initial electrons had :an en:exgy·- spread which contributed to 

the selected gamma-ray spectrum. This long spill-out time was 

necessary to reduce accidental events. 

A some.v;rhat disturbing feature of the electron counter was 

that it had only lOo/o efficiency for counting electrons. Tests with a 

radioactive source when the synchrotron magnetic field was off indicated 

that 1800 volts should have been sufficient to give adequate pulse height. 

The fact that 2100 volts was necessary under experimental conditions 

indicated tha! the magnetic shield was not quite adequate. However, 

because the counter was already an imposing structure and because we 

thought that more iron might perturb the synchrotron magnetic field so 
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Fig. 3. Plot of the .efficiency of the electron counter for 
counting electrons versus the energy of the associated 
gamma ray. The curve is drawn.for illustrative purposes 
only. It represents the selected photon spectrum. 
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that it would be difficult to obtain a beam of electrons, we decided to 

perform the experiment with the counter as it existed rather than 

enlarge it. 

The residual electrons whose orbits allowed them to 

enter the electron counter had an energy 90±5 Mev. Since this energy 

was so well defined, any fluctuation in the electron counter efficiency 

could not change the spectrum of selected photons. Also, since the 

whole energy spectrum of protons was observed simultaneously by a 

multichannel proton telescope, changes in the efficiency of the electron 

counter could not affect the shape of this spectrum. It could have 

introduced an error in the absolute magnitude of the results without, 

however, changing the spectral shape. 

nevertheless, to be quite constant. 

The efficiency was observed, 

C. Proton Telescope 

The proton telescope was designed and :constructed by 

D . h . lO I . f w1g t D1xon. t cons1sted o 

(a) a small scintillator to define the solid angle; 

(b) a large scintillator to measure dE/dx; and 

(c) a series of ten scintillator s, hereafter called range 

counters, separated by copper absorbers. All the 

scintillator s were viewed by 1 P2l photomultiplier 

tubes except the dE/dx scintillator, which was viewed 

by a 6655 photomultiplier. A schematic drawing of the 

telescope is shown in Fig. 4. 

A coincidence between the dE/dx counter and the defining 

counter was used to trigger a 517 Textronix oscilloscope. The signals 

from the range counters and the dE/dx counter were tapped onto a 

coaxial delay line (as shown in Fig. 5) so that they could be consecutively 

displayed on the oscilloscope. The traces were then photographed on 

35-mm film. 

To reach the first range counter it was necessary for a 

proton to have 90 Mev energy, and to reach the last range counter, 250 

Mev energy. This energy range was divided up into nine intervals by 
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Fig. 5. Block diagram of the electronicso 
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the ten range counters in the telescope. The first four intervals were 

15 Mev each, and the last five v,.e_re 20 Mev each. An event was said 

to be associated with range interval No. l if ~-pulse was recorded in 

range counter No. l, but not in range counter No. 2; with range interval 

No. 2 if pulses were recorded in range counters Nos. l and 2 but not 

in No. 3; with range interval No. 3 if pulses were recorded in range 

counters Nos. 1, 2, and 3 but not in No. 4; etc. 

The efficiency of the various range counters was checked 

by observing how often a range pulse was missing from a series of 

range pulses. It was found that the efficiency of all the range counters 

was essentially lOOo/o. 

The required corrections to the proton telescope data, to 

account for scattering and straggling of the particles, are discussed 

below in Section IV. C. 

D. Electronics 

A block diagram of the electronics is shown in Fig. 5. 

The threefold coincidence circuit had a resolving time of about 3 

millimicroseconds. ll This short resolving time was necessary be

cause the electron counter registered counts at a peak rate of 10
5 

per 

second. The proton telescope registered particles at the rate of a few 
' 

per second. Coincidences between the electron counter and the proton 

telescope occurred at the rate of a few per hour. 
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III. COLLECTION OF DATA 

To keep accidental counts reasonably low it was necessary 

to operate the synchrotron about 1 o/o of full beam intensity. This corre

sponded to 2Xl0 
7 

equivalent quanta per minute. Events were recorded 

at the rate of 6 per hour. ,Of these, analysis showed that 3 per hour 

were protons and the remainder, mesons and electrons. Of the protons, 

1 per hour was an accidental. Thus, protons from selected quanta were 

recorded at the rate of 2 per hour. A total of 694 protons was observed, 

of which 248 were accidentals. The total number of protons from 

selected quanta was thus 446. 

To determine the number of accidentals, runs were taken 

with the electron counter pulses delayed by a time large compared with 

the resolving time oi fhe coincidence circuit. This delay was made 

equal to one revolution time of the electrons 'in the accelerator in order 

to eliminate a possible systematic error due to the bunching of these 

electrons. The appropriate dclay was 2 .lXlO - 8 sec, which was about 7 

times the resolving time of the coincidence circuit. Runs with and with

out the added delay were alternated every 2 hours throughout the 

experiment. This was necessary because of the widely fluctuating beam 

intensity characteristic of this type of accelerator. The number of 

alternations was about 50. The accidental runs were normalized to the 

,real runs by means of a thick-walled ionization chamber of the Cornell 

type placed in the gamma-ray beam. 

Because the spectrum of accidentals was the same as that 

obtained from the full bremsstrahlung beam, runs were taken without 

the electron counter. The sum of all the protons recorded with 

bremsstrahlung was then normalized to the sum of all protons from the 

accidental runs to give a more accurate determination'"' of the accidental 

spectrum, especially at the higher energies, where the counting rate 

was low. 
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IV. TREATMENT OF DATA 

A . Reading and Plotting of the Data 

The photographed traces were projected by means of a 

Recordak reader. Each trace contained from l to ll pulses. The 

height of the first pulse, which was from the dE/dx counter, was 

measured by means of a template, and the number of pulses after the 

first was recorded. The height of the first pulse was proportional to 

the differential ionization of the particle ent,ering the telescope. The 

number of pulses after the first gave the range of the particle. No 

traces were read which did not have at least one range pulse in addition 

to the dE/dx pulse. Sample traces are shown in Fig. 6. 

Proton 

Meson 

Electron 

Fig. 6. Sample Oscilloscope traces. 
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The data are shown plotted in Figo 7. Each histogram 

represents the spectrum of pulse heights from the dE/dx counter in 

those events w_hose range interval is indicated along the abscissa. 

Thus, each histogram represents the pulse-height spectrum in a 

single range intervaL Some of the events in Fig. 7 are due to 

accidental coincidences between the electron counter and the proton 

telescope. These were determined separately as previously mentioned. 

The pulse-height spectra due to these accidental coincidences were 

similar to those in Fig. 7 and were readily subtracted. The number of 

accidental coincidences was about 50% of the number of true coincidences. 

B. Identification of Protons 

From Fig. 6 it will be observed that on each of the 

histograms ih the range intervals corresponding to the lower energies 

there are two pronounced peaks. For example, the histogram in range 

interval No. 2 has a peak at a pulse height of 22 and another one at a 

pulse height of 14. The upper peak in each range interval corresponds 

to the proton events and the lower one to the meson events. This was 

deduced in two ways. First, in each range interval the ratio of the 

relative pulse heights at the two peaks was measured and found to be just 

that expected from protons and mesons. Second, the relative pulse 

height expected from both protons and mesons as a function of range was 

calculated, and indeed the position of the upper peaks shows the range

interval dependence expected of protons and the lower peaks the range

interval dependence expected of me sons. 

At the lower energies it is clear that one gets a good mass 

separation between mesons and protons. But at the higher energies the 

separation is not as evidenL The protons should still be separated from 

the mesons, but the number of events is so small that the spectrum has 

not been able to developed sufficiently to make the separation clear. At 

the hi~her energies, therefore, the protons could not be identified from 

the histogram alone. For these cases the appropriate proton pulse

height spectrum was determined from a calibration run at the Berkeley 

184-inch cyclotron wherein the proton telescope was placed in a 
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very-low-intensity beam of protons whose energy was set to correspond 

to each of the various range intervals in succession. From these spectra 

the protons in the higher energy intervals were determined. 

All events in each range interval that had pulse heights in the 

dE/dx counter above a certain minimum were considered to be protons. 

This minimum pulse height was taken to be at that point between the 

proton and meson peaks on each histogram where the number of events 

reached a minimum. In the higher range intervals, where there were 

no separate peaks, this minimum pulse height was determined from the 

cyclotron run. 

C. Corrections to the Proton Spectrum 

1. Range Straggling 

The m9st important correction was range straggling of the 

protons in the tele.s;cope due to nuclear collisions. It is virtually 

impossible to calculate this correction for a telescope such as was used 

in this experiment. This i.s_ because nuclear collisions often produce 

reaction products tna't traverse one or more additional range counters. 

Thus, for such a calculation, a knowledge of all the charged reaction 

products and their energy and angular spectra at all proton energies 

would be necessary. Because this information is not available it was 

decided to determine the correction from the previously mentioned 

calibration run at the 184-inch cyclotron. 

In this run the external proton beam with energy reduced to 

about 300 Mev was allowed to strike a thick target. Protons of various 

energies corresponding to the range intervals of the telescope were then 

selected by a bending magnet as shown in Fig. 8. The results of a 

typical run are shown in Fig. 9. The coordinates have the same meaning 

as in Fig. 7. Each histogram represents the pulse -height spectrum of 

those events whose range interval is indicated on the abscissa. For this 

case the protons had an energy which should have allowed them to reach 

range interval No. 8. 

Unfortunately there were many low-energy protons incident 

on the telescope in addition to those selected by the bending magnet. 

These protons undoubtedly resulted from scattering by the collimators 
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Fig. 8. Plan view of the experimental arrangement used in the 
cyclotron calibration run. 
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Fig. 9. Pulse-height spectra in the various range intervals 
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protons had a proper range corresponding to range interval 
No. 8. The shaded areas represent protons that should 
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in the bending magnet. One thus sees two groups of pulse heights in the 

histograms of the lower range intervals. For example, on Fig. 9 in 

range interval No. 2 there is one peak in the pulse-height spectrum at 

a pulse height of 17, and another one at a pulse height of 24. 

One group of protons had in each range interval a pulse

height spectrum that was the same as ,that in range interval No. 8. 

These are protons that would have reached range interval No. 8 if it 

had not been for some nuclear event. The other group, due to the low

energy protons, had a pulse -height spectrum in each range interval 

appropriate to its observed range. The pulse -height spectrum as a 

function of range shows a behaviour similar to that for the proton data 

inFig.7. 

In order to facilitate separating the two groups of protons, 

two demands were made on the data. First, the low-energy protons 

were required to have a pulse-height spectrum in each range interval 

appropriate to protons of that same range. Second, all the remaining 

protons had to have a pulse-height spectrum identical to that of the 

incident protons which reached their proper ranges, excluding the low

energy protons. For example, in Fig. 9, we required that the protons 

in range interval No, 2 whose pulse heights grouped around 17, have a 

pulse-height spectrum of the same form and occur at the same position 

as those which stopped in range interval No. 8. The protons grouped 

around pulse height 24 were then required to have a pulse~height 

spectrum appropriate to protons whose proper range put them in range 

interval No. 2. 

The shaded areas in Fig. 9 represent those protons which 

should have reached range interval No. 8 but did not because of a 

nuclear collision. The unshaded areas represent the low-energy 

protons incident on the proton telescope. 

The results of Fig. 9 are plotted in Fig. 10 .. It shows the 

precent loss of protons from range interval No. 8 into each range 

interval indicated on the abscissa. There is considerably more 

scatter in the points than would be allowed by the statistical errors. 

This is undoubtedly due to the difficulty in separating the two groups 

of protons. In particular, the points corresponding to range intervals 

Nos. 6 and 7 appear to be too high. This cannot be accounted for by 
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Fig. 10. Plot of the percent loss into range interval (given on 
the abscissa) of protons whose proper range corresponded 
to range interval No. 8. The curve represents the loss 
calculated on the as surnption that the effective absorption 
cross section was 85o/o of the geometric cross section. 
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ionization range straggling. Furthermore, Dwight Dixon earlier 

measured the nuclear correction in this same telescope at lower 

energies by another method. 
10 

He did n~t observe this effeCt. We 

conclude that it was due to the difficulties associated with separating 

out the low-energy protons incident on the telescope. 

To eliminate these systematic errors, the data were used 

to determine an effective nuclear mean free path for protons in matter 

at those energies at which the data appeared to be consistent. This 

mean free path was then assumed to be correct for all energies. It was 

also US'eU to determine the absorption of protons before they reached 

the first range interval. In Fig. 10 this is called range interval 0. The 

mean free path determined in the above manner is the same as would be 

calculated from an absorption cross section that is 85o/o of the geometric 

eros s section of the absorber nucleL The range straggling predicted by 

this mean free path fits the data quite well in the lower range intervals, 

as can be. seen from the curve in Fig. 10. It also fits reasonably well 

the data obtained when the protons incident on the telescope had lower 

energies. Elastic scattering did not contrtbute to loss of particles be-· 

cause the defining counter was considerably smaller than the range 

counters shown in Fig. 4. 

The previously determined mean free path was used to 

determine a series of curves, such as the one in Fig. 9, representing 

the percentage loss into the various preceding channels of protons that 

should have reached each of the nine range intervals. From these curves 

the necessary corrections to the proton speebtum were made. An 

amount was added to each range interval to account for the loss of protons 

that should have reached this range interval, and an amount was sub

tracted to account for the protons that should have reached a higher 

range interval but which stopped in the one under consideration. The 

calculation was facilitated by starting with range interval N.c. 9 and 

working back to range interval No. 1, because no protons had a range 

that would carry them beyond range interval No. 9. This was because 

it was at the upper limit in energy allowed by conservation of energy. 

An experimental check was that the nurrber of protons recorded by range 

counter 10 was zero. A correction was also made for those protons 
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stop:piing~ before their proper range that showed a pulse height from the 

dE/dx counter which fell in the meson region of the pulse-height 

spectrum and therefore were not counted as protons. 

Although it was not very precisely determined, the nucle-acr 

c-orrection was small enough so that it had negligible effect on the 

conclusions drawn from this experiment. It did not alter any of the 

final data points by more than one probable error. The final corrections 

to the proton spectrum are shown in Table I. 

Table I 

Corrections due to range straggling 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Range Interval 

Correction 1.4 5.9 ?A 8.8 12.6 15.8 18.5 20.9 33.0 
(%) 

2. Energy Loss in Target 

Another correction was due to the energy loss of the protons 

within the target. The target was 2 .2lg/cm 
2 

thick. On the average, then, 

protons in the lowest energy interval lost about 8 Mev within the target 

and protons in the highest energy interval lost about 5 Mev. The experi

mental points were adjusted to compensate for this. 

3. Nuclear Energy Loss 

Some of the ejected protons suffered collisions with one or 

more of the other nucleons before leaving the tar get nucleus. The 

proton spectrum had to be corrected for energy loss due to this process. 

Just as in the range- straggling correction an amount had to be added to 

each range interval to account for those protons which should have 

reached this range interval but did not because of energy loss from 

collisions inside the target: nucleus. Then also an amount had to be 

subtracted from each interval to account for those protons which should 

have reached a higher range interval but instead stopped in the one under 

corisixl.eration, again because they lost some of their energy before 
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. 1leavh1g the target nucleus. Consideration was given also to high-energy 

secondary protons resulting from collisions with the original protons and 

neutrons from the quasi deuteron. 

Since this was a small correction (we shall v.erify this later). 

we used the approximate method of Weil and McDaniel. 
4 

For this calcu

lation we assumed that the effective scattering cross sections inside the 

nucleus were 2/3 of the free cross sections. 
12 

The experimental values 

of a and o were taken from Reference 13. From these eros s sections 
np pp 

an effective mean free path was calculated. This was used to calculate 

the probability of a proton's undergoing one or more collisions before 

. ,leaving the n1.1cleus. It was assumed that after a scattering event all 

energies were equally probable for the two particles from 20 Mev to 

E -10 Mev, where E is the initial energy of the particle. For single 
p p 

scattering a correction factor of 2 was applied, and for double scattering 

a correction factor of 4 was applied. Triple scattering was negligible. 

These correction factors resulted from considering the multiplicity of 

high-energy protons produced by these scattering events. 

No correction was made for angular scattering in the target 

nuclei. It was assumed that the number of protons scattered into tra

jectories that would enter the telescope was equal to the number scattered 

out of such trajectories . , 
The corrections resulting from the above calculation are shown 

m Table II. 

Table II 

Corrections due to nuclear energy loss 

Range 
Interval l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Correction 
(%) 11 11 11 11 9 9 7 7 7 
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D. Calculation of the Cross Section 

The cross section was calculated from the formula 

N= f t .6.Q .6.E 
p 

( 1 ) 

N = number of events in a given energy interval, 

f = number of selected photons, 

~ = solid angle, 

.6.E =-width of the given energy interval, 
p 
t = thickness of the target, in atoms/cm

2 

The solid angle of the proton telescope was just the solid 

angle subtended by the defining counter. It was 0.0276 steradian. 

The carbon target has an effective thickness of 4.42 g/cm
2

. 
23 2 

Tgus, t was 2.21Xl0 /em . 

The flux of selected photons was determined from the measured 

efficiency of the electron counter and the total flux of photons, which was 

determined by means of a thick-walled ionization chamber of the Cornell 

type. 

This chamber measures the total integrated energy of the 

photon beam. 

We have 

where 

dE 
'I 

q = the collected charge on the ion chamber, 

C = the calibration number of the chamber, 

(2) 

d~ ·= the bremsstrahlung differential spectrum of gamma 
dE 

'I 
rays ti~{V<:e.trsing the chamber, 
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E = 342 Mev, the maximum gammp.-ray energy. 
m 

We wish to determine the number of equivalent quanta Q, 

where 

l 
a -r 

m 

From (2) and (3) we have 

Q = 9.. 1 CE 
m 

dE 
'( 

( 3) 

( 4) 

For thj.s chamber the calibration number is 3. 79X10 
18 

cou1ombs/Mev. 

It is b;e1ieved to be accurate to within 5o/o. 

and we have 

If we write dNB No 

l 
Q -y 

m 

~ = -r-
'( '( 

dE = N 
'( 0 

The number of selected quanta, N , is thus 
sq 

E 

J dN ojm N e(E ) 
, __ ,. B 

dE = = dE"' sq '( '( 
'( 

0 0 

( 5) 

( 6) 

( 7) 

e(E ) 
'( dE , 

E '( 
'( 

where e(E ) is the efficiency of the electron counter for observing an 
y 

electron associated with a gamma ray of energy E . Although the 

( 8) 

b t hl · · . 1 b y N" th th rem s s ra ung spectrum 1s not g1ven prec1se y y o , e error at 
~ 

'( 



this introduces is much smaller than the errors already prE-sent in the 

measured values of the electron-counter efficiency as a function of E . 
. y 

The total number of selected photons that bombarded the target to give 

the data :i.n Fig. 7 was 1.81Xl09 . 



V. RESULTS 

The cross section is now readily calculated from Eq. ( 1). 

The results, after the correction of Tables I and II have been made and 

the accidentals subtracted off, are shown in Fig. 11. The errors in

dicated are the probable errors due to statistical uncertainty only. The 

data point corresponding to the ninth range interval is not shown (the 

experimental results were zero in this range interval). 

In Fig. 12 is shown the differential cross section per equiva

lent quantum per nucleus for photoproton production from 342 -Mev brem s

strahlung. This spectrum has been corrected for range straggling and 

energy lossdrom nuclear CJ:ollisions, just as were the selected photon data. 

The corrections, of course, were slightly different because of the different 

spectrum obtained .. No analysis of these data was made; they are shown 

for comparison only. 

Tw(i): features of the results of Fig. 11 should be noted. One 

is the large high-energy tail in the proton spectrum up to the maximum 

energy allowed by conservation of energy. The other is the sharp maximum 

in the eros s section at 119 Mev. The evidence for this rests primarily on 

the point at 105 Mev. If for some reason the efficiency of the first range 

counter in the proton tcel:eJs:c:o:p:;e were lower than the others, the first 

point would be too low, showing a false peak at the next point. This does 

not seem likely, for two reasons. As previously indicated all the counters 

appeared to have 100% efficiency. Furthermore, the proton spectrum 

observed with the full bremsstrahlung spectrum of gamma rays showed no 

indication of a reduced efficiency in the first counter, as can be seen from 

Fig. 12. 
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Fig. 11. Plot of the differential cross section per nucleus per 
selected photon for photoproton production from carbon at 
60 deg by 245::1::15-Mev photons. 
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Fig. 12. Plot of the differential cross section per nucleus per 
equivalent quatum for photoprotons produced at 60 deg (lab) 
by bremsstrahlung on carbon. 
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VI. THEORY: CALCULATION OF THE CROSS SECTION 

We now want to calculate the eros s section implied by a 

given center -of-mass momentum distribution of neutron-proton pairs 1n 

the nucleus. 

Using the quasi-deuteron model, we calculate the cross 

section from the kinematics of deuteron photodisintegration and then 

perfor!_Il an appropriate average over the motions of all neutron-proton 

pairs in the nucleus. The resulting expression is 

where 

d~D 
~ 

p 
6(cE -B-E-E') 
. y . p ·n 

3 ~ ~ ~ - ~p ) dE d PD3 dP3 dE X o { Py + PD. - Pn d n p '{ n p p 

J
dn 

N = d_-:j_E dE , '{ .. . '{ 
'{ 

(9) 

( 10) 

CJ = total cross section per photon per nucleus for the 

production of protons via the quasi-deuteron process, 

dn 
-Ji- = the energy spectrum of selected photons, 

'{ 

f32'rD:::: the velocity of the quasi deuteron in units of c in the 

z direction (which is the direction assumed for the in

coming photons}, 

d3~ 
dPD3 

= the rpomentum p·robability distribution of quasi deuterons 

inside the nucleus, normalized to total number of such 

pairs in the carbon nucleus, 

dCJD . 
dn = tlt e differential cross section in the laboratory system 

p 
for the photodisintegration of quasi deuterons moving 

.inside the nucleus, 



photon flux. 

Ep, Pp' En':pn =the kinetic energy and momentum of the 

. final·proton and neutro.n, respectively, 

after leaving the nucle1.1s, 

B = the sum of the binding energy of the neutron

proton pair in the nucleus plus the average 

-excitation energy given to the nucleus remaining 

after the interaction. 

The factor ( 1 - !3~D) corrects for the Doppler shifting of the 

The four delta functions in Eq. (9) ensure conservation of 

energy and momentum. It can be seen that the form of Eq. (9} evidently 

assumes that the energy and momentum of the final neutron and proton do 

not change as they leave the nuclear potential well. Refraction at the 

nuclear surface is thus ignored. 

The finite aperture of the proton telescope is also ignored, 

since its angular width was only ±8°. 

Because the energy spectrum of selected photons was so 

narrow, it was assumed for the purpose of the calculation that all the 

photons had 245 Mev energy. The error that resulted from this approxi

mation was small compared with the statistical errors in the data. 

Formally, inEq. (9)weput 

dn 
dE 'I = 5 ( 2 4 5 - E ) . 

'I 'I 
( 11) 

From Eqs. (9) and· ( 11) we can now write 

·; d
3

N dQ 
= ( 1 - !3 D) ·~ ·D3 ..l~ 5(2.45-B-E -E ) 

~ d PO ~~p ·. p n 

63( 245~ p .. , - ~ 
d p3 dP3 -P :..p ) 

c D n p D n 
(12) 

~ 

where k is a unit vector in the z . direction, 
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2 
d (J 

dE dO 
p p 

= the differential cross section per photon per 

nucleus for photoproton production. 

The differential cross section (lab) for the photodisintegration 

of a quasi deuteron moving inside the nucleus was taken as 

duD _ (r 1 ) 3 
em- - rc p . 

duD ) 
~ 

P free 

where r
1 

= the radius of interaction, 

r = the radius of the carbon nucleus, c:; 

( 13) 

:~ D \ = the differential cross section (lab) for the photodisintegra tion 

P hree ,; fa. free, moving deuteron. As is seen in Appendix A, it is 
____:::.. 

a very complicated function of E , P D' f) , and <j'> , where 
' 'Y p p 

e and <f> are the laboratory-system angles of the proton. 
p p 

The momentum-probability distribution of the quasi deuterons is normal-

ized to the total number of neutron-proton pairs in the nucleus: 

3 
dPD = NZ, ( 13) 

where N = the number of neutrons in the nucleus and Z = the number of 

protons in the nucleus. 

· ( rl ~3 
The factor ~ represents the probability that a neutron 

and a proton will be close enough to participate in the abs~ption of a 

photon. Thi:i.s~ qua:ntity ·t~g~th·er:;~with'1tne2n>o1::rnailzationnf ~ gives the 

dP
3 

D 

familiar NZ/A dependence of the cross section, where A= N + Z. The 

r 1 was left as a free parameter in the calculation. We will see that, 

as expected, its value was of the order of the radius of the free deuteron 

for the momentum distributions that gave a reasonable fit to the data. 
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The : D ) was first dele rm ined in the rest system of 

p free . 
the quasi deuteron. This corresponds to the laboratory system in the 

usual experiments on photodisintegration of deuterium. This quantity 

was appamKimated as 

:p~ 
P }free 

= 6. 7+4.6 cos e tJ.b/sterad. 
'IP 

The ' indicates variables in the rest system of the deuteron. This 

expre s sian is a good fit to the experimental data at E = 2 50 Mev. 
10 

'( 
Furthermore, the cross section was assumed to be independent of 

energy. At these energies this is a good assumption. To transform to 

the laboratory system it is necessary to transform cos e'(P and multiply 

the cross section by the appropriate Jacobian. These expressions are 

displayed in Appendix A. 

By virtue of the threefold momentum 5 function in Eq. ( 12) 

the integrations over P can be performed. One more integration can n . 
be carried out by using the energy o function. This is chosen to be the 

( 14) 

integration over eD' the polar angle of the quasi deuteron. These inte

grations are shown in Appendix B. The result from Eq. (Bll) in Appendix B, 

is 

where 

and 

? 

d'"'u 

2;r 

dE d~ 
p p 

( 
I 

2 
a = 245 - B + E + Me , 

p 

245 p + P 2 
p p 

The integration over ~D from 0 to 2;r and the integration over P D from 

( 15) 

( 16) 

( 1 7) 

P . to P were carried outib.umerically. The limits P . and P m1n max m1n max 
are plotted in Fig. 13. The two limits become equal as shown at the 

upper limit of the proton energies allowed by conservation of energy. 
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A Maximum quasi -deuteron momentum 

B Minimum quasi-deuteron momentum 
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Fig. 13. Plot of the minimum and maximum quasi-momenta 
that can give rise to the proton energies, indicated on the 
abscissa, at 60 (lab). The two curves meet at the upper 
energy limit allowed by conservation of energy. 
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The integrand in the expresswn resulting from the integrations 

of the 5 functions does not depend strongly onE , the proton energy. . . ' p 
Therefore, the maximum in the differential cross section occurs apprbxi-

mately at that energy at which P . · = 0. This implies that the maximum 
m1n 

in the differential cross section occurs at that proton energy which would 

be obtained by b_Qmhac:r:tlil}gfr:e:e d~uterium with selected photons of the same 

energy. From the position of the maximum of the experimental cross 

section we can now determine B. We take this maximum as occurring at 

119 Mev. This is the energy corresponding to range interval No. 2, which 

gave the highest experimental point. This gives 

B = 35 Mev ± 5 Mev (estimated error) 

The estimated error is based on a crude estimate of the error in the 

position of the maximum of the differential cross section. A 5-Mev error 

in B implies a 5-Mev error in the position of the maximum. If we assume 

7.5 Mev binding energy per nucleon in the carbon nucleus, the B = 35 Mev 

implies that the residual nucleus receives 20 Mev excitation energy on the 

average'tl The value of B also determines the upper limit of the proton 

energy allowed by conservation of energy. This energy is giveri~simply 

by 

max 
E = E . - B + 7. 5 Mev, 

p 'Y 
( 18) 

We add 7.5 Mev because at the upper limit the neutron need not leave the 
max;.... . 

nucleus. ForE = 245 Mev then E = 215 Mev. From F1g. 11 we 
'Y p 

see that the proton spectrum does not appear to be quite zero at 215 Mev. 

This is undoubtedly because not all the gamma rays have exactly 245 Mev, 

as was assumed for the calculation. An appreciable number of gamma 

rays had energies as high as 260 Mev. Although this did not affect the 

calculation over most of the proton spectrum, it did cause some error 

near the upper limit of the spectrum. 

It should be noted that the form of the energy IS function in 

Eq. (9) assumes that the quasi deuteron has· constant binding energy in the 

nucleus. Because of this assumption the. relative kinetic energy of the 

proton and neutron of the quasi deuteron never appear in the equations 

for the conservation of energy and momentum. This is because there 

are only two particles in the final state. It is assumed in the 
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quasi-deuteron model that·the incoming gamma ray transfers all its 

momentum and energy to a single neutron-proton pair. Any excitation 

energy received by the residual nucleus arises because the final neutron 

and proton undergo nuclear collisions before leaving the nucleus. 

We can now verify our earlier qualitative statement con

cerning the smallness of the correction to the proton spectrum due to the 

energy loss from nuclear collisions of the final protons before leaving 

the target nucleus. We found that the average excitation energy given to 

the residual nucleus was 20 Mev. This means that in the photcxhsintegration 

of a quasi deuteron, the proton and neutron each lost an average of 10 Mev 

before leaving the nucleus. Since the proton energies observed in this 

experiment covered a range from 9 0 to 2 50 Mev, the protons lost an 

average of only 5 or 10% of their energy because of nuclear collisions. 
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VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The calculations were carried out for two quasi-deuteron 

momentum spectra. These are plotted in Fig. 14. These two spectra, 

labeled A and B in Fig. 14, have been given the same normalization. 

Except f'Or this the normalization in the figure is arbitrary. 

The proton energy spectra resulting.from the previously 

outlined calculation when the momentum spectra in Fig. 14 are used, are 

shown in Fig. 15. The experimental data are shown also for comparison. 

The curves have been normalized to give the best least- squares fit to the 

data. This normalization determines rl" For both momentum spectra 

the result is obtained that ri = 2.1 fermis. Although this is of the order 

of the free deuteron radius, as expected, it is, nevertheless, considerably 

larger. However, this is not inconsistent with Levinger s model. He 

showed only that the quasi-deuteron wave function was proportional, but 

not equal, to the wave function of the free deuteron when the separation 

between the neutron and proton was small. The constant of proportionality 

depends on assumptions concerning the wave function for large separation 

of the neutron and proton. 

The momentum-probability distribution designated as "A" 

was taken from the experiment of Wattenberg et al. 9 In that experiment 

the angular correlation between conjugate neutrons and protons from 

carbon was measured. A Gaussian function with a l/e value of about 20 

Mev gave a reasonable ·fit to their data. This is the momentum distribution 

which we call "A". The analysis by which they arrived at this momentum 

distribution was somewhat crude. It i.gnored conservation of energy and 

the fact that the incident gamma rays had a bremsstrahlung spectrum of 

energies. Our analysis, by contrast, was reasonably precise. As can 

be seen from Fig. 15, distribution ''A" gives a fair fit to the data except 

in the region around 120 Mev. It does not give the sharp maximum 

exhibited by the experimental data. 

The momentum distribution designated as "B" in Fig. 14 was 

constructed in an attempt to obtain a better fit to the data in the region 

around 120 Mev. It is clear from the form of Eq. ( 15 ), and from Fig. 13, 

that the only way to enhance this region without distorting the proton 
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Fig. 14. Quasi-deuteron momentum spectra used in the 
calculations. The two curves have the same normalization. 
Except for this the normalization in the figure is arbitrary. 
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Curve A: d p 3 = 0.13 exp (-PD /4ME 1), E 1 = 20 Mev. 

d3ND 2 ( PD2 ) 
Curve B: d p 3 = 0.36 exp ( -PD /4 ME2 ) + 0.07 exp - 4ME

3 
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D 

E
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= 1.6 Mev, E
3 

= 30 Mev. 
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results of the calculations using the momentum spectra 
shown in Figure 14. 
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energy spectrum at the higher energies is to give increased weight to 

the momentum spectrum in the region of low momenta. This is because 

these low momenta are included within the limits of integration only in 

the region near the maximum of the cross section. 

Momentum distribution B is given by the sum of two gaussians, 

functions one with a 1/e value of 1.6 Mev and the other with a 1/e value 

of 30 Mev. From Fig. 15 we see that this momentum spect-rum does give 

a fairly sharp maximum at about the right energy. To obtain it, however, 

the low momenta had to be enhanced by a very large amount, as is apparent 

from Fig. 14. This is because the available phase space for low momenta 

is much smaller than for high momenta. The least-squares error for 

momentum distribution 11 B" was about ZOo/o less than that for "A". 

By further enhancetnent of the low momenta, the fit to the 

data around 120 Mev could probably be improved. However, in view of 

the magnitude of the statistical errors present on the experimental points, 

it did not seem worth while further to refine the momentum spectrum. The 

necessary alteration that must be made is clear from the above discussion. 

This momentum distribution is alr'eady unusual enough to demand con

siderable discussion. 

Two observations are pertinent. First, a neutron-proton 

pair is a boson. This means that there is no Pauli principle to·: prohibit 

putting many quasi deuterons in the same state. Thus it is possible for 

them to pile up in the low momentum states. This would be indicated by 

the momentum probability distribution 11 B 11
• The individual neutrons and 

protons could, of course, still retain their own c}fl.tracteristic momentum 

distributions. These particles would, however, not be randomly distributed, 

but would instead be correlated through the momentum distriibut;:iion of the

centers of mass of pairs of nucleons. 

Second, there is considerable evidence that the large momenta 

observed for single nucleons inside the nucleus are du·e to two-body 

correlations. 
14 

If this is true, then the momentum -probabHity distribution 

of pairs -of nucleons should be narrower than would be predicted from a 

random distribution of nucleons in the nucleus. The work of Cladis, Hess, 

and Moyer indicates that the protons in the carbon nucleus can be fitted 

to a Gaussian momentum distribution with a 1/e value of 16±3 Mev. 
15 
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Random m1x1ng of pairs of nucleons would give again a Gaussian distribution 

with a 1/e~ value of 16 Mev. Distribution "A" (taken from Wattenburg 'et al.) 

implies, then, random mixi-ng of pairs ofnucleons. While it is not clear 

what form the "narrowing" of the probability distribution of pairs of nucleons 

would take if there really were large two-body czorT,el.ations, it is clear that 

momentum distribution "B" differs from "A" in the right direction. It 

should be emphasized that only the qualitative differences between momentum 

spectra "A" and "B" are _considered significant. 

The evidence for the large enhancement of the low momenta of 

the quasi deuterons rests entirely on the sharp peak in the energy distri

bution of the ejected protons near 120 Mev, as indicated by this experiment. 

This is the first experiment to show such a peak. It is obvious why experi

ments with bremsstrahlung would not show such a peak, since all gamma

ray energies are present down to zero energy. Weil and McDaniel did not 

see a peak in the energy distribution of protons because in their experiment 

(a) the energy spectrum of selected photons was quite broad ( 190±30 Mev 

compared with our 245±15Mev), (b) the angular aperture of their proton 

telescope was large (±15 ° compared with our ±8°), and (c) protons were 

observed in a lower energy region {40 Mev to 200 Mev compared with our 

90 Mev to 250 Mev), which meant that the nuclear-scattering correction 

was more severe. 

It is clear that the work of this experiment ought to be 

continued in order to improve the accuracy of the data, to explore more 

of the region below 120 Mev proton energy, and to verify the apparent 

sharp maximum in the differential cross section. (To facilitate this it 

will be important to construct an electron counter with near 100% efficiency 

for counting electrons even under the unfavorable conditions required. The 

statistical errors present in the data of this experimeht are so large that 

little more than qualitative statements can be made about the momentum "' 

spectrum of quasi deuterons in the nucleus. We feel, however,that selected 

photons have proven themselves useful for probing nuclear internal momenta. , 

In particular, an accurate determination of the quasi-deuteron momentum 

spectrum would give considerable information concerning the supposed 

two-body correlations in the nucleus. It would not be possible to attain by 

the subtraction technique the energy selection of gamma rays obtained in 

this experiment. 
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Another reason to obtain more accurate data is to determine 

better the differential eros s section in the region around .165 Mev proton 

energy. There is some slight indication of a 11 slroulder'' in the. cross 

section in·fihis energy region. This .is about 2/3 of the gamma-ray energy. 

Protons of this energy would result from a three-body interaction in which 

two of the particles were bound, or at least highly correlated, in the final 

state. This interpretation is not stressed, because the statistical errors 

are large enough so that this effect could be a statistical fluctuation. More 

accurate data would resolve this ambiguity. 

Finally, it is possible from the results of this experiment to 

set a lower limit on the maximum quasi-deuteron energies present in tb'e::: 

carbon nucleus. The highest proton energies present can be estimated 

from Fig. 11. We estimate them as 210 Mev. P . , corresponding to 
m1n 

this proton energy, in Eq. (15), can be obtained from Fig. 13. It is about 

530 Mev /c. This means that there must be quasi deuterons with momenta 

greater than 530. Mev /c or about 80 Mev kinetic energy. This requires 

then that there must be individual nucleons with energy greater than 40 Mev 

in the carbon nucleus. It would be possible to get this same kind of 

information about even higher quasi-deuteron momenta by obse.rving protons 

at larger angles. Of course the cross section falls rapidly as the proton 

angle is increased. 
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APPENDIX A 

We set M = 1, c = 1, and write 
n 

(A 1) 

(A2) 

(A3) 

where eD' cf>D are the quasi-deuteron angles in the laboratory system. 

Then at laboratory-system angles 8 = 60°, cf> = 90° we have 
p p 

cos e = ~ 2) ..f3 P.g. 1 Pn· 
1/2 1 - 1/2 p - - p - + - -

~ 2 y ~ 2 A2 
p ~-'p . 

'YP 

where ~ = velocity of the proton in units of c. 
p 

The appropriate Jacobian is 

J= J (cos eyp,cf>yp) = 
cos e , «r> 

p p 

(l cos () 
u 'YP 

Q cos e 
u 'YP 

(A4) 

(A5) 

e 4> = angles between the direction of the gamma ray and the proton 
'YP' 'YP 

in the rest system of the quasi deuteron, 

e ' 4> = angles of the protons in the laboratory system. p p 
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We have, finally, 

J = i r1 -~K~ -~p~ -~3) + ~1 -~ r1-hpr P/Pj+i~r~ -1~ 
[1 -i~P 03 Py + P~)+i ptl [ i- ~ :; + :~~ ( Px2 + P/) l 

In order that the integral in Eq. (B3) be f. 0, we must have 

P . and P are deduced from Eq. (B 12). The results are 
m1n max 

p = r m1n 
a- J a 2 - f.l :, 

p = a+ J a 2 
- f.l max 

where f.1 = 4T + 2(245) (- 1/2 PD + E - M) + 2B(245 -E + M), 
p p p 

The P . and P in Eq. (B13) forB= 35 Mev are plotted in Fig. 13. m1n max -
The expressions in Appendix A are now put into the expression for :; 

p 
in Eq. {B11). The integrations over PD and <J»D are then performed 

numerically by using the momentum spectra of Fig. 14. The results 

are shown in Fig. 15. 

(A6) 

{B 12) 

(B 13) 

(B 14) 

(B 15) 
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APPENDIX B 

Equation ( 12) in the text can be integrated immediately to 

give 

2 2 2 _2 ~ ___::::,. .--=:::.. ~ ~ ~ 
where P = P +P + F + 2(P . P - P . P -PD. P ) , 

n y D p '1 D . ·y P · ' p 

and where we have put c = l . 
.--'::.. 

(Bl) 

(B2) 

Remembering that P defines the direction of the polar axis, we can write 
'( 

where a = 245 - B + E + M, 
p 

2 2 2 _.;;,.~ 
b = P + P + M - 2P . P cos 8 , 

'( p '( p p 

(B3) 

(B4) 

(B5) 

c = (l/PD[245 cosBD-PpcosBDcosBP-PPsinBpsinBDcos(<fD-<!>p)J. 

(B6) 

We now perform a rotation of the coordinate system of the quasi-deuteron 

system: 

where 

x = x', 

y = y' c o.s tjJ - z' sin ~, 

z = z' cos tjJ + y' sin tjJ, 

cos tjJ = a 

We then have c = a. cos t)' D , 

(B7) 

(B8) 

(B9) 



where 
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a.= J(245)
2 

- 245P + P
2 

, 
p p 

0 
and where we have assumed 4> = 90 , as in Appendix A. Putting 

p 
Eq. (B9) into (B3) and integrating over cos f)l D' we have 

p 2 I max I d
3

N 
da

0 a 
dPD d<f,D (1-~-B-D)PD = -3 dtC d. 

a.PD p 
p 

min 
0 

(B 10) 

(B 11) 
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